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MC3D20 & MC4D27 feature 6" high drawers, 
for DVDs and VHS tapes in standard packaging. 
Store 270 DVD’s in standard jewel cases or 540 
DVDs in slimline cases or over 1,000 discs in 
sleeves in each and every drawer. 

MC3D27 3-Drawer cabinet features 8" high 
drawers, for DVDs in cartridges or sleeves that 
are taller than 6 inches. These drawers can  be 
divided into 4, 5 or 6 rows to match the width of 
your media for maximum space utilization.

Two Widths - Numerous Heights
There is a large variety of  modular 
cabinets and accessories available. 
A cabinet for every format 
and for every space. 

Please visit our website
or call us for details. 

OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDIES / LEGS / MICA TOPS / METAL TOPS / DRAWER DIVIDERS & BACKSTOPS / LABEL HOLDERS

DVD FILE CABINETS

Stack Cabinets With Confidence!

MC4D27

www.Can-Am.ca

Can-Am is a leading manufacturer of  specialized metal file cabinets. We produce
a variety of drawer sizes to accommodate DVDs in any packaging format. 
One drawer can hold up to 1,000 CDs or DVDs.

800-387-9790

SPECIFICATIONS
Cabinet Dimension:  37.75" Wide x 20" Deep
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Powder coat in any of 18 Colors
Lock: Key lock is standard.

FEATURES
- Stack cabinets up to 9 drawers high
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability
- Levelers rest in dimples topside when stacking
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Eco friendly, 100 % recyclable, will never end up in a landfill
- Available in 18 colors to match any decor.
- Provides dust-free space efficient storage
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.

MC3D20
20.5” High

MC3D27
26.75” High

26.75” High
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23.5" W x 20" D x 26.75” H
M3D27X24

Cabinets For Surveillance, Archival, 
Imaging And Evidence DVDs


